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Write about rights

Write about rights

W
hile GL’s primary mission is to get the mainstream media to

produce more gender aware stories this can be boosted by opinion

pieces, supplements, and magazines produced as part of GL’s

training and networking efforts.

Amalungelo
GL produces a bi-monthly gender justice barometer called Amalungelo

that in many Southern African languages means “Rights”. This is

distributed to policy makers, the media and civil society organizations

across the region, as well as online. Contributors include many of those who

have participated in GL training workshops. These workshops also yield

many supplements under the banner Our Write/Rights.  These supplements

are often carried by mainstream media.

GEM Opinion and
commentary service

Under the slogan “fresh views

on every day news”, GL has

launched the GEM Opinion and

Commentary Service that provides

an average of ten articles each

month written by activists and

opinion shapers around Southern

Africa on gender issues.

GEM News
GL and its partner organisation

in East Africa, the African Women

and Child Feature Service, have also

produced a number of daily

newspapers during major

international conferences such as

Flame (at the tenth anniversary of the Windhoek Declaration on Press

Freedom) Action GEM, the WSSD GEM and the Know How GEM. Most

recently GL and the AWC produced a daily newspaper, GEM News, during the

15th annual conference on HIV/AIDS in Bangkok (see photo below).

These publications demonstrate in a practical way what it means to give

voice to women and men on mainstream topics. GL uses these publications

in training mainstream media how to take gender into account in their

reporting. 

“Gender Links is a
partner of UNIFEM and
one that we value.  
Their work is particularly
valuable in the way that
they ensure that
journalists – community
based, rural, urban – all
get the kind of training
to enable them to write
in a gender sensitive way
is impressive.  This
ensures that the word
gets to the ground. ”Stephanie Urdang
UNIFEM

Future directions
� Use production of daily newspapers at conferences as a means 

of training; raising profile of gender and media issues. 

� Strengthen the GEM Opinion and Commentary Service.

� Upgrade and seek more self financing for Amalungelo
A Thai volunteer distributes GEM NEWS.
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